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Challenge based learning approach

Learning by doing, peer-to-peer learning, multidisciplinarity and co-creation are at the core of the unique Open
Design School, a pillar project of Matera 2019 (Italy), the inspiration of the DeuS project.
The Open Design School is a design laboratory using a peer-to-peer challenge based approach, where
professionals of any discipline work together and share knowledge and expertise while designing,
prototyping, testing and delivering design solutions.
The Open Design School methodology goes one step further than existing design thinking processes by applying
real solutions to real problems, validated by real people: it transforms applied research in the real domain.
The challenge based learning approach has been developed at Open Design School since 2015 and has
demonstrated it efficiency either in problem solving and in informal learnig: in the following pages, you can find
an example of its application.

Festival
“So far, so close. Exercises in closeness”
Sept/Oct 2020

The Festival was designed by the Foundation Matera-Basilicata 2019 as a response to the restrictions imposed on live events due to
the lockdown. It was performed in Matera and remote areas of Basilicata region (Italy).
The Festival was an experiment aimed at performing live events in the time of COVID, observing the pandemic influence
on human relationships and codifying social behaviour influenced by safety restrictions.

Rationale

During the first lockdown phase, we asked ourselves if and how to restart live events, to fill a void opened up by
the enforced cancellation of many cultural productions, in such an important year for the relaunch of activities
and cultural ferment that, all together, we managed to generate in 2019 and previous years.
We chose to do so by asking ourselves precisely about the urgent issues posed by the pandemic, both in terms
of new relationships between people in times of physical distancing, and of new relationships between urban
and remote areas, along a path of rethinking and research that could define new rituals of being together and
new ways of using public spaces.
Hence the idea of the Festival "So far so close. Exercises in closeness”, which, as the title suggests, intends to
design and apply exercises in closeness between people whose relationships have been strongly undermined by
physical distance; but also exercises in closeness between the towns of Basilicata and Matera to seek, through
art, a balance between often remote and rarefied places and cities.

The importance of experimentation
The power of large numbers and the strength of collaboration: it is from these two elements that the founding concept of
open source comes to life. This is a model that brings together people (communities) and motivates them to work on shared
projects that are also ambitious.
This type of approach recognises the fundamental role of all participants in each planning phase and takes maximum
advantage of the capacity of networks between people to proportion systems effectively.
It is essential, in these systems, to guarantee that everyone has access to the information and solutions generated, so that the
process can, from time to time, be completely rethought or perhaps only partially modified depending on the surrounding
circumstances.
Encouraging exchange and dialogue between users who use different approaches and codes, making them the founding
principle of design, means recognising that there is no better solution than a set of possibilities that depict flexible and
variable scenarios.
The Festival »So raf, so close. Exercises in closeness» therefore, was intended not only as a schedule of cultural events, but
rather as a set of events that see in the direct presence and exchange between artists, designers and the public the real
moment of genesis of creative production.
A research tool to experiment with new solutions and document the creative process, from the origins up to ex-post
considerations, in a logic of incremental improvement and continuous learning.
Once again, culture and creativity respond to circumstances by inventing new solutions even in unexpected and sudden
scenarios.

The design stage
-

appoint a coordinator / project manager
define dates
identify curators
Draft program (multiple possibilities)
Check artists’ availability
First check for venues (with curators / artists / local authorities)
Identify tasks to be carried out internally
Set-up the team (employees / consultants)
Define the role of the Open Design School
public call for the Open Design School group
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The Open Design School team - call for experts
WHAT
co-creation of live events and public art projects / urban design / design - prototype and self
construction of infrastructures at the service of the events / documentation of processes /
final release of lesson learnt
WHO
-2 architects, experts in festivals and events set-up, accessibility, tactical urbanism and
landscape design
-1designer, expert in self-construction, digital and / or analogical fabrication, DIY and handson approach
- 1service / social designer, expert in design relations and / or in facilitation of processes
- 1visual designer
+ 1team coordinator / 1 lab manager / 1 social media manager
WHEN
03 - 07 August: welcome and warm-up / sharing guidelines / relevant informations on the
context
24 August - 15 November: applied research and product delivery
production of spatial installations, signages and coding of social and spatial relations, study of
flows, creation of the open source manual
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The overall team and areas of expertise
Internal ( approx. 30)
1. Coordination / management
2. Curatorship
3. research and design departement
4. Communication (press office/digital/visual)
5. Events and technical production
6. Incoming and logistics
7. Audience engagement
8. Ticketing
9. Monitoring and evaluation
10.Contracts office
11.Procurement

External resources
1. Safety and security expert
2.Epidemiologist
3. Communication agency
4. Volunteers
5. Porterage
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Turning the group into a team
- Overall presentation of the program / aims / rules / external consultants and resources
- First introductory meeting: self-introduction/ background / relevant experiences
- Project handbook: contacts details / the Festival's program / artists’ list and bio /
-

performances’ synopsis / venues / external resources / etc.
Introduction of each department / areas and tasks / duties / rules / procedures
Identify overlap and connections
Provide everyone with the same level of information
Shared archive / repository
Fast communication channel
Agree on rituals / recurring meetings: who/when/why
Biweekly meetings for updates / lessons learnt / changes occurred / progresses / obstacles
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ODS: designing new procedures and solutions for space / venues and audience management
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The team has identified the tasks distribution internally, according to one’s main expertise or interest

- Short daily project’s progress check within the team (not necessarily with the manager)
- desktop research on relevant case studies / researches / essays /safety and security rules
- Field research: site visits / interviewing potential audience about live events in times of
-

pandemic / collect inputs and data for design purposes
Merge the artists’ requests with new rules and restrictions
design and test a new toolkit for live events (way-findings system, information displays,
stage design, etc.)
Internal group critique to identify a common solution
Weekly peer-review with the general public and volunteers
Fine tune the final products / outputs

Key tools
Learning by doing
- The research and the design phase happened in parallel with events.
- Every design solution has been amended, improved and validated keeping it open to minor
adjustments required by its concrete application.
- The team had to self construct the design solution thus improving them while making and
exchanging knowledge
Iteration
The research and the design phase happened in parallel with events.
What happened during the events was evaluated each time and led to new scenarios.
Monitoring and evaluation
Data collection before, during and after the events
Pre/after event meetings
PRE: general rehearsal / info sheets distributed to everyone
AFTER: collecting feedback from the team on the general organization
Documentation
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Each step of the process has been documented as well as the audience reactions which were key to the research.
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For more information please check:
www.matera-basilicata2019.it/en
www.odsmatera.it/en

